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Conservation Concerns in the Deep 
IN THEIR PERSPECTIVE “A DIVE TO CHALLENGER DEEP” (20 APRIL, P. 301), 
R. A. Lutz and P. G. Falkowski highlight the exciting advancements in 

engineering that allowed director James Cameron to dive to Challenger 

Deep, the deepest point on Earth. As Lutz and Falkowski point out, 

ever-improving submarine technologies are broadening scientific 

research capabilities in the planet’s largest and least-explored eco-

system—the deep sea. Cameron’s historic dive, and the international 

attention it garnered, has reinvigorated humanity’s fascination with this 

otherworldly ecosystem. Missing from most reports, however, is that 

although reaching the deepest points on Earth requires great feats of 

engineering, the deep sea is not beyond the touch of human activities. 

At depths close to that of Challenger Deep, bovine DNA was found 

in the guts of scavenging amphipods, presumably from ship galley dis-

cards (1). Moreover, 

large-scale disposal 

of refuse and extrac-

tion of resources such 

as fishes, hydrocar-

bons, and soon miner-

als currently threaten 

this ecosystem, and 

changes in ocean 

temperature, oxygen 

availability, and pH 

are expected to have increasing impacts in coming decades (2). Thus, 

when considering future research objectives, it is important to con-

sider not only the scientifi c and natural history gains to be made, but 

also the conservation concerns that are both notable and accelerating 

Experiences That Changed Us: 
Last Call

Did a particular person, conversation, reading, or event inspire you to 
pursue science or change your course of study? 

Submit your story to NextGen VOICES by 18 May! 
Go to http://scim.ag/NextGen3 and answer this question: 

Describe a specifi c experience and how it changed your science, 

training, or career goals.

Members of the Science editorial team share their memorable moments:

Career-wise, my “Eureka!” moment didn’t arrive until the job posting for 
my current position, Associate Editor at Science, arrived in my inbox one 
morning. I had never been fascinated by my research project and I often 
found myself in seminars or journal clubs thinking about how much more 
interesting that particular line of research seemed. I also was tiring of the 
hours spent in front of the fl ow cytometer, the waiting for various crosses 
of mice to bear the right genotypes, the experiments that didn’t work due 
to technical problems—all the mundane day-to-day activities of research 
science. And so at that moment I decided: Not only am I qualifi ed to be 
an editor, but it would be the perfect way to stay immersed in research 
science while not doing any benchwork myself. If not now, when? And so 
I dropped everything and talked to anyone who knew anyone who was an 

editor. I prepared my application and then practiced for my interview. The 
rest is history. But the lesson learned was that sometimes you just need to 
take that leap.  Kristen L. Mueller

During my junior year, I was fortunate enough to be chosen by Jim Ammer-
man to work in his laboratory as part of Texas A&M University’s Research 
Experience for Undergraduates summer program. Being an undergraduate 
in a research lab mostly means grunt work. I washed a lot of glassware. I 
made many, many liters of growth media to fi ll many, many petri dishes. 
But midway through the program came an opportunity to collect seawater 
from Galveston Bay. Jim suggested that I bring back a liter of water and 
learn how to do bacteria cell counts from an environmental sample. 

The water was gray and had an odd smell. After applying a fl uorescent 
dye that bound to DNA to the fi lter, I poured the water through to allow 
the fi lter to catch the bacteria. Then I put the fi lter on a microscope slide 
and had a look. What I saw through the microscope were hundreds of pin 
points, shining like stars in a night sky. I almost couldn’t believe that the 
muddy, gray water contained so many living organisms. And we know 
probably fewer than 1% of all bacteria species, so almost every one of 
those pin points was a mystery to science. That was my “aha!” moment, 
when I was sure that I wanted graduate school and that I wanted to study 
bacteria. The scope of discovery was enormous if only people were willing 
to take a second look at the almost-impossibly small.     Trista Wagoner

Deadline for submissions is 18 May. A selection of the best responses will be 
published in the 6 July issue of Science. Submissions should be 250 words 
or less. Anonymous submissions will not be considered.
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Hirondella gigas. Collected in 

the Challenger Deep.
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Learn how current events
are impacting your work.

ScienceInsider, the new policy blog from the journal
Science, is your source for breaking news and instant
analysis from the nexus of politics and science.

Producedbyan international teamofscience journalists,
ScienceInsideroffershard-hitting coverageon a rangeof
issues including climate change, bioterrorism, research
funding, andmore.

Before research happens at the bench, science policy is
formulated in the halls of government. Make sure you
understandhow currenteventsare impacting yourwork.
Read ScienceInsider today.

Breaking news and analysis from

the world of science policy

www.ScienceInsider.org
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in the farthest reaches of our planet. Further 

exploration of the type championed by James 

Cameron will lead to greater understand-

ing of species interactions and geochemi-

cal cycling in the deep sea. With this ever-

growing knowledge, we must protect and 

manage deep-sea resources in a sustainable 

manner, and in doing so avoid destruction 

borne from ignorance like that on the imag-

inary planet Pandora in Cameron’s other 

recent success—the fi lm Avatar.
AARON C. HARTMANN* AND LISA A. LEVIN

Center for Marine Biodiversity and Conservation, Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA 92043, USA.

References
 1.  L. E. Blankenship, L. A. Levin, Limnol. Oceanogr. 52, 

1685 (2007).
 2.  E. Ramirez-Llodra et al., PLoS One 6, e22588 (2011).

Presumed Guilt in 

the Anthrax Case

IN HIS REVIEW OF MY BOOK AMERICAN 

Anthrax on the 2001 anthrax letter attacks 

(“Have we ‘met the enemy?,’” 3 February, 

p. 540), D. A. Relman accuses me of imposing 

a “presumption of guilt” on the FBI’s prime 

suspect, U.S. Army microbiologist Bruce 

Ivins. In fact, I described many ambiguities 

in the case against Ivins and took no personal 

position on his guilt or innocence. I relied on 

the report of the National Research Council 

committee that evaluated the FBI science, 

and, regarding a possible foreign source for 

the letter spores, I accepted its conclusion that 

“We consider these data to be inconclusive 

regarding the possible presence of B. anthra-

cis Ames at this undisclosed overseas site” (1). 

Relman served as vice chair of the committee 

that reached this conclusion.
JEANNE GUILLEMIN

Security Studies Program, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA. E-mail: jeg@mit.edu

Reference
 1.  National Research Council, “Review of the scientifi c 

approaches used during the FBI’s investigation of the 2001 
anthrax letters” (National Academies Press, Washington, 
DC, 2011); www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13098.

Response
IN MY REVIEW OF AMERICAN ANTHRAX, I SOUGHT 
to highlight the valuable contributions of 

this book to the public understanding of this 

complex and controversial case, as well as the 

book’s shortcomings. It is true that Guillemin 

makes no explicit statement about her posi-

tion regarding the guilt or innocence of Ivins. 

However, statements such as, “the FBI had 

solid scientifi c proof that the spores in the 

anthrax letters matched those in a fl ask, labeled 

RMR (Reference Material Receipt)-1029, 

that was in Ivins’ keeping at the Army’s medi-

cal institute at Detrick” (p. xxii), and “a crimi-

nal—either Ivins or someone else—had used 

the institute’s Ames anthrax spores to commit 

murder” (p. 251), misrepresent the strength of 

the scientifi c evidence that points to this fl ask 

as the source of the spores in the letters (and 

Bacillus anthracis
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The new Science Reader App for

iPad® from AAAS puts Science

in your hands, wherever you go.

Read abstracts, career advice,

and highlights from our newest

journals, Science Signaling and

Science Translational Medicine.

Plus, AAAS members can access

full text articles from Science.

Visit iTunes App StoreSM

or content.aaas.org/ipad
for details.

A new way to
look at science
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Editors’ Choice: “Bacteria hedge their bets” and “No fi x for broken ends” (6 April, p. 13). The image that accompanies 
“Bacteria hedge their bets” should have instead accompanied “No fi x for broken ends.”

Science Prize for Inquiry-Based Instruction: “Adapting to osmotic stress and the process of science” by B. J. Gasper et al. 
(30 March, p. 1590). The fi rst (CCLI/TUES) NSF grant number was incorrect; it is 0941921. The number has been corrected 
in the HTML and PDF versions online.

Reports: “The geometric structure of the brain fi ber pathways” by V. J. Wedeen et al. (30 March, p. 1628). In (26), the book 
title should be Three Dimensional Geometry and Topology. In (27), the fi rst two authors should be spelled “C. W. Misner, 
K. S. Thorne.”

Review: “The control of the metabolic switch in cancers by oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes” by A. J. Levine and A. 
M. Puzio-Kuter (3 December 2010, p. 1340). In the third column on page 1342, the phrase “which lowers the intracellular 
concentrations of fructose 2,6 bisphosphatase (FBPase)” was incorrect. It should be “which lowers the intracellular concen-
trations of fructose 2,6 bisphosphate.” The TIGAR protein decreases the levels of the metabolite, not the enzyme.

Reports: “Relating introspective accuracy to individual differences in brain structure” by S. M. Fleming et al. (17 September 
2010, p. 1541). The authors have detected a minor programming error in their original analysis of brain structure. Thus, 
spatial coordinates for a subset of results should be corrected by ±2 mm (see the table below for the correct coordinates). 
No other aspects of their results or interpretations are affected.Letters to the Editor

Letters (~300 words) discuss material published 

in Science in the past 3 months or matters of 

general interest. Letters are not acknowledged 

upon receipt. Whether published in full or in part, 

Letters are subject to editing for clarity and space. 

Letters submitted, published, or posted elsewhere, 

in print or online, will be disqualifi ed. To submit a 

Letter, go to www.submit2science.org.

by inference, Ivins and/or the Army’s institute 

at Fort Detrick, Maryland). A variety of weak-

nesses in the FBI’s scientifi c investigation are 

discussed in detail in the NRC Report (1), but 

unfortunately, these weaknesses are not given 

much coverage in her book. Guillemin is cor-

rect: I served as vice chair of the NRC com-

mittee that issued this report. DAVID A. RELMAN

VA Palo Alto Health Care System, Stanford University, Palo 
Alto, CA 94304, USA. E-mail: relman@stanford.edu

Reference
 1.  National Research Council, “Review of the scientifi c 

approaches used during the FBI’s investigation of the 
2001 anthrax letters” (National Academies Press, Wash-
ington, DC, 2011); www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_
id=13098.
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